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Introduction

Definition and
main concepts

Auditing, just like technology, is evolving. Once an exclusively on-site exercise, be it a face-to-face meeting with an auditee, having a coffee in the boardroom with a senior manager and discussing context and
leadership, or having a site tour of the facilities with a member of the operational team, audits can now be
carried out remotely using information communication technology. Due to the travel restrictions and obligation to work from home related to the COVID-19 pandemic remote auditing was not an option anymore
but became a necessity.
The purpose of this guidance is to describe what remote auditing is, how to assess whether or not an audit
is suitable to be conducted remotely, the tools that are available for remote auditing and how to approach
remote auditing in the organisation, as follows:
This document is not a comprehensive remote auditing guidance but describes a number of practices not
yet commonly used in the organisation, which the auditors should consider when performing a remote audit. Annexes 1 to 3 provide a number of checklists with more detailed information for weighing advantages
and disadvantages or considering practicalities of remote auditing.
This document does not provide specific guidance on good practices for working from home and managing
virtual/distributed teams. Please refer to other publications on the related areas (e.g. teleworking, audit
missions/trips, managing virtual teams, etc.). Remote auditing is possible from any location (e.g. standard
office, home, co-working/shared office, etc.).

What is Remote Auditing? Main terms and concepts. Where is the
organization today regarding remote auditing practices?

A remote, or partly remote, audit uses electronic means to obtain audit evidence remotely, including video conferencing, email and telephone, accessing local IT systems, real-time video streaming, and evaluate it objectively in order to determine the
extent of conformity to the audit criteria, just as during an on-site audit.
Remote audits use information communication technologies (ICT) to obtain audit evidence through gathering information, interviewing an auditee, etc. when this is not possible, needed or desired in physical faceto-face meetings or conversations. Remote auditing replaces physical face-to-face interaction.
Availability of ICT and better access to it have made remote auditing more feasible and common.
The organisation should have a digital workplace vision to ‘provide staff with the right information (IT) tools,
platforms and services, enabling users to work and collaborate anywhere, anytime with a fit-for-purpose
security and optimizing their work experience and productivity. It should be adaptive and flexible to incorporate different type of users, new behaviours and new technologies’. It should provide the auditors with
the tools needed for remote auditing:

Can and should you perform
your audit remotely?
See Annex I
Consider the suitability of
remote audit tools

What is Remote Auditing?
Main terms and concepts.
Where are you today
regarding remote?

DEVICES

IDENTITY AND ACCESS
MANAGEGEMENT

Definitions and
main concepts

Suitability

Audit approach

Tools

Which remote auditing tools
(ICT) are available? What are
the opportunities and risks
involved?
See Annex II

Which additional practices
to be aware of and to apply
when auditing remotely?
See Annex III
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CALENDAR
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03 REMOTE AUDITING SUITABILITY

This digital workplace should allow you to adopt remote auditing practices. Nowadays, audits already include a combination of on-site and remote auditing techniques.
The following tools, platforms and services should be available to the auditors and its auditees to make
remote auditing possible:

Remote Auditing
Suitability
Can/should you perform your audit remotely?
See Annex I
Consider suitability of remote working methods and auditing practices

•

Laptops which have remote and secure access to all of the organisation ICT tools when working outside
of the office.

•

An audit management IT system, providing an electronic project management system that facilitates
the audit process from risk assessment to reporting, aimed at bringing efficiency and consistency to
the entire audit process.

•

An electronic implementation management, tracking and reporting tool to which both the auditor and
its auditees have access to manage the follow-up of recommendations.

Key elements the auditor should consider, to determine if a remote audit is suitable, are the audit objective,
available technology and the type of audit evidence that needs to be gathered.

•

Electronic signature capabilities to register and file key audit documents (e.g. announcement letters,
scoping memorandums, findings documents, draft/final audit report) in the electronic common repository.

Before deciding to conduct an audit remotely instead of on-site, the auditor should
be satisfied, beyond any doubt, that the audit objectives can be met and the high
risks identified at planning stage covered.

•

Using online conferencing tools (e.g. Skype for Business, MS Teams, WebEx, Zoom) in line with the security/confidentiality/privacy policies of the organisation for online meetings.

•

Using collaborative platforms (e.g. SharePoint, MS Teams) for exchanging documents with the auditee
and the audit team.

•

Encryption and signature functionalities for more secure e-mail exchange

•

Gaining access to the auditee ICT tools to perform data analytics and to better understand the process
and the implemented controls. Examples of this could be: paperless workflows, customer relationship
management (CRM) and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, procurement and contract management systems, etc.

Not all audits are equally well-suited to be performed remotely. For example, an audit on a business process is a better candidate than a review of physical security controls. The former consists primarily of
documentation review and data analysis, whereas the latter requires not only testing of controls on site but
the presence of the auditor to get a sense of the larger security environment.

In addition, other elements, such as operational and environmental aspects can be taken into account.
Finally, for a number of reasons an auditor may not be able to conduct an audit on site, for example due to
safety constraints, pandemics or travel restrictions or to avoid travel costs. Conversely, auditors may have
to conduct an audit remotely even if it is not the optimal solution or choice, for example due to sanitary
measures or travel restrictions during a pandemic.

Auditors should evaluate the suitability of the engagement to be performed remotely with an open mind, on a case-by-case basis.
When weighing remote versus on-site auditing consider the following:
Audit Objectives

Operational Aspects

Environmental Sustainability

Types of procedures to be performed
(consider impact on risk coverage)

Cost/time savings

Impact of travelling vs impact of
electricity usage for communication

Types of evidence that can be obtained
Stakeholder acceptance

Audit resources (location, technique &
related experience, number of auditors
required, availability, infrastructure ...)
Scheduling
Security and quality of communications
and data access and transfers

Using certain remote auditing tools brings its own opportunities and risks, which the auditor should also
consider before taking a final decision on whether and how to perform a remote audit. This is explained
under section 4 and Annex II contains a checklist to facilitate the decision-making process.
Annex I provides guidance on assessing suitability for performing an audit remotely.
6
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Remote Auditing
Tools
Which remote auditing tools (ICT) are available?
What are the opportunities and risks involved?
See Annex II

Overall, ICT tools allow the auditor to communicate with people globally, accessing a wide range of information and data. They provide the opportunity to audit sites and people remotely, shortening distances,
reducing travel time and costs, the environmental impact associated with audit travel, adapting audits to
more efficiently cover different organisational models (e.g. decentralised and/or virtual teams, multi-site
operations).
ICT can also help increase the size or quality of audit samples or provide agility in including more team
members with relevant expertise in the audit process. As with any new audit testing approach, the ICT
tools and techniques used (e.g. data analytics, process mining, visualisation) need to be prepared (use cases
which add value to the audit), validated (tested for accuracy) and used properly (correct interpretation of
result).
However, ICT also brings limitations and risks related to the fulfilment of audit objectives. These include
information security, data protection and confidentiality issues, reliability and quality of the evidence collected, amongst others.
When conducting an audit remotely, the following limitations and risks may arise.
•

Internet connection may be unstable when conducting remote interviews and the person to be interviewed may not be comfortable with using the ICT tools.

•

Auditing processes and sites remotely/offsite may prove difficult to audit or allow only partial assurance.

•

Overview of the facilities, equipment, operations, controls may be limited and all the relevant information may not be accessible.

•

Our understanding of the remote site may not be a representation of real status/fact as we may be
guided by selected images. We may not be looking at real time images but instead at pre-recorded images/videos.

•

The lack of in-person interaction opens risks for misleading the auditors (incomplete information, doctored documents, omitting relevant information).

•

First-hand observations cannot be replaced. Observing processes first-hand, perceiving body language,
or noticing relevant details in human behaviour, general mood or state of the infrastructure of the location cannot be yet easily done through technology.

•

Remote auditing makes it hard to build rapport with auditees. Opportunities to provide hints, tips, and
observations for improvement could be difficult through online meetings. It can prove hard to identify
best practices or describe things that others may benefit from, outside of the documentation process.

•

Attracting talent for auditing may be impacted if the organisation cannot provide sufficient opportunities for travelling and being on premise. This can be seen as a negative risk but also as an opportunity
for those that have family constraints and remote auditing allows them to perform this profession
from their home location.
8

The audit manager and audit team also need to be aware of the risks and opportunities related to using ICT
tools in the audit process when deciding if remote auditing methods can be used.
Based on the audit team’s decisions, audits can be performed on site, remotely or with a hybrid approach
combining both on-site and remote activities. The approach chosen should be suitably balanced based on,
for example, consideration of associated risks and opportunities (the level of risk to achieving the audit objectives, the level of confidence between auditor and auditee in truthfully/completely sharing the information, regulatory requirements impacting the information transfer/access methods, etc.), in order to achieve
the audit objectives.
Remote auditing tools are numerous and depend on the maturity and adoption of ICT technologies in the
workplace of the organisation. Any remote auditing tool should be tested beforehand to confirm the feasibility of its usage. If a method is common practice in the organisation then additional testing is not needed
(e.g. e-mail, etc.).

All of the ICT tools for remote auditing can also be used during on-site audits as a
supporting method.
Once the remote auditing methods become a predominant working method, we start considering it as a
remote audit.
Fully Remote Audit
Partly Remote Audit
On-site audit

Basic communication tools
Telephone, audio calls,
e-mails

Collaboration tools and
access to the ICT systems
of the auditee

Advanced communication
tools
Audio/video conferencing
with screen sharing
possibilities

Specific ICT systems
supporting the audited
process, CAATs

Livestreaming, virtual tours
and mixed-reality
Virtual on-site tours of
locations such as data
centres, production
facilities, etc.

Telephone calls, instant messaging or video/audio conferences are most commonly used for remote audits.
To improve the effectiveness and efficiency, various computer assisted auditing techniques (CAATs) can be
used to carry out remote audits. This enables the audit team to cope at a faster pace and quickly deliver results across locations. Examples are electronic work papers and audit management tools which in today’s
time have become a common practice. The more challenging aspects are data analytics, process mining
tools which enable an analysis of data/processes/events/controls regardless of its physical location.
In the future, specific audit objectives may be met by using so-called mixed reality solutions using
live-streaming, two-way audio and video communication wireless smart glasses, for example, with which
the auditor can actually see relevant areas in the field of vision, or drones, especially useful for auditing
physical locations.
Use Annex II as a guidance on opportunities and risks of using various remote auditing tools.

9
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To address these challenges the audit team should take the following steps in alignment with their established audit methodology, during the various phases of the audit that is done remotely:
See Annex III for a checklist covering these steps and principles, and how to apply them to remote auditing.

Audit Planning

Which additional practices to be aware of and to apply when
auditing remotely?
See annex III

Consider remote audit suitability (see
Annex I) and which remote auditing
methods could be used (see Annex II).
Communicate the potential remote
auditing method to the auditee
(Announcement letter).

Every audit has a number of challenges in each of the audit phases that need to be well understood and
addressed for the audit to be performed efficiently and effectively. Remote auditing is no different and has
a number of well-known audit challenges as well as a number of specific ones depending on the remote
auditing tools used.
The possibility to address successfully these challenges is closely linked to understanding the suitability of
performing an audit remotely. Furthermore, to benefit most of the use of ICT tools during remote auditing,
all parties involved should be aware of their role in the process, inputs, expected outputs, and risks and opportunities to achieve the audit objectives.
The main challenges and related principles can be grouped in the following way:

PREPARATION
Audit Preparation

MANAGEMENT

READINESS
CHALLENGE

Re-assess and confirm the remote audit
suitability
Understand the usage of ICT tools in the
audited process (collaboration tools, ICT
systems)
Confirm remote auditing methods (Scoping
memo / kick-off).

PRINCIPLE

TECHNOLOGY
Preparation and
management

To avoid possible conflicts and risks, appropriate preparation, with an agreed
audit communication and testing techniques needs to be established. Clear and
regular communication by the auditor on the audit process and on expectations
from the auditee needs to be performed.

Readiness
(stakeholder
acceptance)

Both the auditor and auditee need to be willing to use and be confident with
remote auditing and using the ICT tools.

Technology

The auditor and the auditee must have the necessary ICT tools (hardware and
software) ready to use to ensure high quality communication and exchange of
information and documentation.

Knowledge

The corresponding technical knowhow on how to use the ICT tools and for which
purpose is required on both sides to ensure a smooth process.

Security and
privacy

The necessary data protection requirements and internal security regulations
of the organisation must be considered in advance and be respected during and
after the audit.

Audit Preparation, fieldwork and
validation

KNOWLEDGE
Enhance the documentation request
lists with specific questions (information
request lists)

SECURITY

Maximise the exchange of audit
information / documentation before a
meeting.
Limit the discussion in the calls
to complex / unclear topics or to
observations not agreed. Obtain written
comments and agreements before the
call, when possible.
Use ad-hoc instant messaging or calls for
short and specific questions.

Reporting Follow-up

Include remote audit procedures used in
sections on audit methodologyand any
scope limitations (Audit report)

10
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ANNEX I – REMOTE AUDITING SUITABILITY

Below is a list of criteria, grouped per category, for assessing whether conditions are suitable to conducting
an audit engagement remotely or on-site auditing would be preferable. It aims at helping the auditor measure out the best choices and decide on conducting an audit on-site or remotely.

AUDIT EFFECTIVENESS (AUDIT OBJECTIVES)

The points listed below may not all be relevant or suitable for your audit. The audit team/management will
decide which ones apply and should be discussed. The list is kept as exhaustive as possible to provide discussion ideas and possible impact on your audit.
Types of procedures
to be performed

ON-SITE

Initial audits without prior knowledge of the auditee and/or audited process, especially when covering complex/specific processes and organisation.
Audits with challenging and demanding communication with the auditee where face-to-face communication is easier to manage the complexity of the organisation and/or audited process.
Audits on areas with significant changes in the management or the audited process.
Audits involving highly confidential information.
Audits requiring a physical inspection/walk-through of a location/site.
REMOTE

Audits with good knowledge and understanding of the organisation, management and/or audited process.
Audits with a standardised audit programme or covering a standard process.
Audits based on reviewing structured datasets and information.
Processes or activities where testing procedures mainly involve reviewing documents and explanatory information obtained through interviews such as procurement, human resources/training,
design and development of IT systems.
Types of evidence/
information that can
be obtained

ON-SITE

No limitations
REMOTE

Consider access possibilities to relevant databases and systems, collaboration platforms and any other digital documentation to ensure tangible and objective evidence is available to review.
Consider access possibilities to video, screen sharing/screenshot, live-streaming to ensure real time collection of evidence if this is the type of evidence you will need in order to be able to achieve the
audit objective.
Limitation in access to highly confidential information.
Limitation in access to paper records (additional effort required to scan and send).
Limitation in physical inspection/walk-through of a location/site. Remote review can be burdensome and requires a high quality and secure ICT video/audio streaming tools and for the location to be
equipped with a strong WI-FI signal.

Stakeholder
acceptance

ON-SITE

Ensuring direct visibility by having auditors on site.
REMOTE

No burden of accommodating on-site auditors.
Increased burden of managing e-communications.

14
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ON-SITE

Less mandays / hours required if it would be faster to audit / understand a process in face-to-face meetings.
REMOTE

Less mandays / hours budget required if no travel time is needed. Approximate saving would be office to office (5-10min extra), building to building (30-60 min extra) or city/country to city/country
(4-12h extra).
Less financial budget required because no travel related costs (transport, accommodation, per-diems) - major impact for missions, minor in other cases.
Independently of the amount of man-days consumed by the audit, the timespan of execution may also become longer. Experience shows that remote meeting schedules are more spread out over
time when compared to onsite mission meeting schedules to avoid overburdening the audited entity with online meetings and provide time to the auditors to digest the received information.
Audit resources
(safety, location,
technique &
related experience,
number of auditors
required, availability,
infrastructure etc.).

Security and quality
of communications
and data transfers

ON-SITE

Experience and infrastructure in place as this was business-as-usual.
Higher focus on a single task/audit due to not working on multiple audits at the same time.
Less agility for scheduling/performing tasks from multiple audits due to the need for physical presence.
REMOTE

Widely established infrastructure and remote working capabilities (laptops, remote access/VPN, common communication channels and collaboration platforms, audit access profiles/read-only
accesses profiles)
Potential difficulties with parts of the organisation that do not have common communication tools or collaboration platforms.
Potential difficulties with audit staff not trained in using the ICT tools and performing remote audits. For a successful remote audit, the auditor needs to be capable of both establishing meetings
using the tools provided by its organisation or by the auditee and trouble-shooting the tools when issues arise (voice breaking, video vs audio for helping the quality of the call, screens sharing
practicalities), such as when Internet connections are unstable or have insufficient bandwidth to support an effective audit (in cases when connecting from outside the office premises).
Easier availability of audit team(s) with required competence, connecting and including them in the audit where and when needed with less advanced notice as we are not dependant on the
resources being physically at the same location. Thus, additional competence or auditor(s) can be added to any audit team in cost-efficient ways
Avoids travel to risky or restricted areas, making more sites accessible and increasing control.
Ensures business continuity in severe conditions and situations.
ON-SITE

No additional security limitations or quality issues.
REMOTE

Adequate ICT tools might not be readily available or same tools used by all stakeholders
Certain information might be restricted from being shared through the available remote ICT tools.
Quality of the video/audio calls might hinder understanding between the participants.
Scheduling

ON-SITE

Focused on a shorter, more intense period.
Strict and early planning required with limited possibilities for changes in case of engagements with missions abroad.
REMOTE

SUSTAINABILITY

Higher flexibility in schedule planning and modification (e.g. easier rescheduling of meetings, quick calls for clarification purposes, remote access to document storage locations for additional
document review) allowing for faster finalisation of the audit but could also reduce focus and prolong the total duration of the audit.
More sites or locations could be included in the audit scope, which could increase audit coverage.
Environmental
sustainability

ON-SITE

If the auditee is within the city limits and reachable on foot/using public transport the on-site visit is often more environmentally sustainable than a video/audio call. The number of participants and
using audio vs video vs high-definition video calls causes significant impacts on emissions through using electricity for the data transfers.
REMOTE

For long-distance travel (e.g. plane), audio/video calls are preferred as they produce less greenhouse gas emissions.
To reduce environmental impact, contacts through video conferencing may have to be limited, for example starting with a video (if this is the first contact with the auditee) and then move to audio
only.
15
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ANNEX II — REMOTE AUDITING TOOLS
— OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS

The list below provides most common tips and tricks on how to use various remote auditing method and
how to communicate with the auditee in the most effective and efficient way. It also provides solutions/
ideas for some of the practical difficulties you may encounter.
Every method of communication and exchange of information needs to respect the security and confidentiality requirements.
Regardless of the methods listed below, the policy for the documentation and retention of audit documents needs to be respected.

TECHNOLOGY/TOOL

POTENTIAL USE

ADVANTAGES/OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

Email

Request documentation

•

Send a highly structured, identical initial set of questions to the auditees – possibility
for creating a standard questionnaire.

•

•

The collection, review, analysis of answers happens in parallel for every project,
sample, transaction - saving time of the audit team.

•

The audit team can follow-up on the answers to clarify potential identified issues
obtaining immediately written confirmation of the issues by the auditee.

•

Facilitates documenting the audit if the questions are easily linked to testing
procedures thus enabling to use collected answers for drafting the audit work
papers / conclusions.

•

No need to create meeting minutes as all communication is in written form. Just
save the e-mail and any attachments as supporting documentation.

•

No need to establish a meeting schedule as writing/answering e-mail can happen
at any time during the audit process - only start date, key milestones and end dates
are relevant.

Request information (specific questions)
Conduct interviews (full set of questions)
Exchange of documentation

Auditees may not understand the objective or the meaning
of the question or requested document. The time to get the
answers might be longer than scheduling a meeting and
asking the questions directly.

Be clear, specific, detailed and descriptive. Try to give an example
or two of a potential/expected answer or document.
•

Complex follow-up on an answers if questions were
answered partially. Thus, potentially leading to an increased
time in the preparation, writing down and follow up until a
complete answer is received.

Try to, immediately in the first e-mail, ask sub-questions that
might follow in case of different answers. Try to anticipate
possible answers / documentation gaps and further questions
you might have. E.g. ‘If this is in place, what is the… Otherwise,
how do you ensure…’.
•

E-mail correspondence may complicate immediately
verifying or validating shortcomings identified in certain
answers as compared to meetings with the auditee.

Verify findings in a follow-up e-mail to key stakeholders or during
pre-validation.

Instant
messaging

Request information (specific questions)

•

Convenient for asking a quick, specific question as if popping down to someone’s
office.

•

It is more convenient than a telephone call as the recipient has time to read,
understand and answer, and faster than an e-mail as there is an expectation to
receive the answer in a few minutes.

16

•

The answer may not be received for a prolonged period.

If you do not receive an answer in the same day, follow-up with an
e-mail or a telephone/Skype call containing the same question.
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TECHNOLOGY/TOOL

POTENTIAL USE

ADVANTAGES/OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

Telephone / audio
(one-on-one) calls

Request information (specific questions)

•

•

Conduct interviews (full set of questions)

•

Useful for specific questions, for which you can call the auditee without
announcement and would need the answers relatively quickly. The questions are
normally too complex to be explained in an instant message. This type of a call does
not need to be scheduled beforehand. Any relevant information exchanged should
be documented in a form of meeting minutes and stored as per common practices.
Possible to conduct an interview in cases when you can cover the main points with
a single person. Complex questions can be asked and answers provided. This type
of a call needs to be planned and scheduled beforehand. Any relevant information
exchanged should be documented in a form of meeting minutes and stored as per
common practices.

The auditee may not be answering the call.

If you do not manage to reach the auditee, follow-up with
an e-mail asking for a scheduled 5-10min meeting through a
telephone or Skype. Provide in the e-mail a brief summary of
your question.
•

The auditee may not explain properly the process without
showing supporting documentation.

Try to obtain and analyse relevant documentation beforehand,
so the questions and answers are specific and can be referenced
to a document you have received
•

It may be more difficult to note down meeting minutes while
on the call.

Use noise-cancelling headphones or speaker/microphone to
have your hands free for taking notes. Do not hesitate to tell to
the auditee that you need a second to note down the answer, as
the auditee cannot see you.
•

The quality (audio, video) of the call (e.g. background
noise, connectivity issues) may be poor preventing easy
communication.

Reschedule the meeting (try in less work intensive periods,
e.g. during lunch hours or later in the afternoon when network
bandwidth is not used by other colleagues) or provide the
remaining questions in an e-mail (see tips above).
Audio / video
conferencing
with screen
sharing
possibilities

Documentary review with auditee
participation

•

Detailed document, system and/or process reviews can be performed jointly with
the auditee. A document, process, ICT system walkthrough is performed by means
of the auditee sharing their screen during a conference call. Also, a pre-prepared
presentation can be shown to explain the process and established controls. Store
the meeting minutes as per common practices.

•

All the risks for Audio / video conferencing with screen
sharing possibilities apply. See above. Additional risks are:

•

The possibility to observe the organization in a more
autonomous and free way is weakened as the auditor does
not command the camera. This could lead to potential data
manipulation – the audit team sees only what the auditee
shows them.

Use ‘take control’ option during screen sharing to have
autonomous navigation in your hands. Keep in mind that the
auditor should not perform any actions that could be logged in
the ICT systems as performed by the auditee.
•

Increased time required (potentially time-consuming
process) due to an inherent delay of the image/audio on the
screen and the auditor response. The review will go slower
and interaction with auditees may be weakened.

Ensure good quality connection. Be comfortable with the use of
the screen sharing technology. Try to limit the interaction / follow
up questions for the time after the auditee explains parts of or
entire process. Timely communicate if you have image delay
on your side so the auditee can adjust the speed of explaining /
navigating the screen.
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TECHNOLOGY/TOOL

POTENTIAL USE

ADVANTAGES/OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

IT Collaboration
platforms

Documentation exchange (standard)

Establishing a common platform for exchange of documentation and/or questions in an
interactive way. This is separate from sending attachments in an e-mail.

Inherent risk of real-time editing of documents on collaboration
platforms.
The requested information is clearly split per lines in Excel or in
a SharePoint list or split per folders for each sampled project/
unit/DG/etc. so that multiple users could add the information
without blocking others.

Interactive information exchange with
real-time audit fieldwork status (request
lists, documentation, questions, answers,
observations) (*ensure all required audit
documentation is adequately stored in
your audit management system in line
with existing rules)

•

All audit fieldwork information in one place (questions, answers, documentation,
preliminary observations).

•

Enables interactive work (e.g. once a questions has been answered with a supported
documentation uploaded) the auditor can review and revert back with follow-up
questions - a status of folders or questions workflow or a status table should be
maintained to manage the progress

•

Enables immediate view on the audit fieldwork status and next steps to anyone in
the audit team or the auditee.

•

Potential for continuous pre-validation of findings - full transparency towards the
auditee during the fieldwork.

•

Requires a strong understanding of the ICT tools and
the way they work - not all auditors or auditees could feel
comfortable with the tools which could creating significant
complexities for the audit.

To use such an approach, this would need to become a standard
for the audit team, or at least for standard audit topics. A
possible example is: an information (documents, questions)
request list is used as a live excel or SharePoint list that has
its own unique, secure website. The client can open it up, type
responses to questions, or drag and drop files to a line requesting
information. As the client works through the requested items at
their own pace, the auditor has set up “alerts” on the changes
performed by the auditee. As the client works through the
requested information, the auditor can go grab the information
and work through it. The auditor can add additional questions to
an answered list item and even note down a potential findings
and ask for confirmation from the auditee.
•

There could be security concerns as splitting the information
lists per project, sample, unit, DG could prove cumbersome.

For every project, sample, unit, DG there could be a separate list
and secured space established accessible only to the specific
auditees.
•

This approach requires a longer initial preparation time to
set up for a new audit (especially if several lists/spaces are
needed due to security concerns).

A template could be established on the audit organisation level
which could easily be copied for every new audit and adapted
with the questions and documentation requests needed for
every specific audit.
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TECHNOLOGY/TOOL

POTENTIAL USE

ADVANTAGES/OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

Audio / video
conferencing
with screen
sharing
possibilities

Hold opening / status / closing meetings

•

Can fully replace a face-to-face meeting and exchange of paper documents with an
online video conference with sharing digital documentation during the call.

•

•

Easier to schedule meetings when people from different location need to join.
Using this approach a larger number of colleagues can join than in case of physical
meetings, ensuring the audit teams get the most comprehensive answer possible.

•

Easier organisation of opening/status/closing meetings in multisite audits as
participants do not need to travel all to the same location.

Share the documents you wish to discuss prior to the meeting
with the call participants and during the discussion only
reference to the part of the text for discussion without reading
it in full.

•

Easier to schedule shorter, specific interviews with relevant personnel working
remotely, e.g. home office, project teams in design and development;

•

Online meeting drive towards using online tools for real-time documenting / sharing
the meeting minutes all in one place during the meeting itself saving time of the
audit team on post-meeting documentation. Store the meeting minutes as per
common practices.

Request information (specific questions)
Conduct interviews (full set of questions)
Do guided site tours

•

Security rules may prevent screen-sharing of confidential
documentation through available communication tools.

When more than one auditor is participating in an interview,
care must be taken to avoid talking over either the
interviewee or other auditors. It is also challenging to have a
brainstorming and more interactive exchange of ideas.

Have a highly structured approach (short, specific questions if
possible) and moderate when a larger number of participants
(3 or more different sites dialling in or more than 2 people per
site) to ensure clear communication without interruptions. If the
video is on, participants can raise a hand if they wish to speak.
Taking minutes while presenting/speaking is challenging.
Therefore, it is advised to have two auditors of the same
team attending the meeting so they can back-up each other
in the task and merge the notes once finished. Tools like MS
OneNote facilitate this greatly because of the ability to access
concurrently the same document.
•

Many people may not be comfortable chatting by video,
especially auditees who do not regularly do so. While this is
unavoidable, try to set a comfortable tone and be aware that
the video alone may change body language or perception.

•

On the other hand, there is a lack of monitoring the body
language during the questions/answers as non-verbal cues
are an important part of communication and are often lost
without video.

An option is to use the video only at the beginning of the call,
especially when the participants do not know each other. Later
in the call, the participants can turn off the camera if they wish
so but mention it would be helpful to keep the video on.
•

Lack of informal discussion possibilities and establishing
more social connection and networks

A one-on-one video call with a specific person can enhance the
social connection and networks with our auditees. Often the
calls are happening from our personal surrounding which can
be a good talking point / ice-breaker / connection between the
auditor and the auditee or with other colleagues.
•

The quality (audio, video) of the call (e.g. background
noise, connectivity issues) may be poor preventing easy
communication.

Try stopping the video to increase the bandwidth for audio and
sharing document. If still not enough, stop sharing and remain
only on audio. If still not working, reschedule the meeting (try
in less work intensive periods, e.g. during lunch hours or later
in the afternoon when network bandwidth is not used by other
colleagues) or provide the remaining questions in an e-mail (see
tips above).
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TECHNOLOGY/TOOL

POTENTIAL USE

ADVANTAGES/OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

Access to the
ICT systems
supporting the
audited process

Data analytics

•

Enables flexible use of time by the audit team for sampling / testing and continuous
auditing.

•

•

Enables in-depth, full analysis of all documentation, data - not limited to sampling.

•

Enables independent analysis of information. Less reliance on the auditee to explain
the practices thus leading to more objective approach. Uninterrupted view to
documentation and formalisation practices.

(e.g. CRM/ERP
systems – IT
sharing tools/
systems, shared
drives)

Documentation collection and analysis
Process controls review and analysis
Continuous auditing

•

Enables better understanding of the practices in place through more detailed
exploration noticing exceptions / inconsistencies which would normally not be
mentioned by the auditee or potentially not present in the selected samples.

•

Possibility of integrating expertise that would not be able to travel to the site.

Difficulty in obtaining read-only access to the auditee ICT
systems and/or collaboration platforms where the auditee
documentation is stored. Security and confidentiality
access risks with potentially causing data manipulation by
the auditor.

Agree during audit planning and preparation on which ICT
systems you can access and to ensure the access is read-only
and removed after the audit. If you envisage access to the same
systems for multiple audits, try to agree with the system owner
to create an access profile for the auditors to assign to audit
teams per need.
•

More time required (potentially time consuming process)
to understand the process, usage of the ICT system and/
or data structure and content. This could also reduce the
available time for performing other audit tests.

Have a session with the auditee beforehand to understand
how to use the ICT system, where the controls are and how to
interpret the data.
•

Lack of interaction with the auditees does not allow
clarification of issues which might lead to misguided
conclusions.

Ensure that you consult the auditee on every identified potential
issue before making conclusions. Verify the testing with the
auditee as soon as possible.
•

Could lead to audit scope expansion / scope creep by noticing
issues not part of the original audit scope or relevant for the
audit objective.

Stay focused on the audit objective and scope. Review only
the data sets and the documentation within the audit scope. If
still, any out-of-scope issues noted, discuss internally if worth
continuing to analyse it and how to communicate it to the
auditee.
•

Risk of transparency, as the auditee loses perception of
what is being audited and what the audit sample is.

Communicate clearly / timely on the approach for documentation
/ data review (full analysis or sample based). Once the testing
is finished, communicate the testing technique, scope and
potential issues found to the auditee to ensure their awareness
and accuracy of your conclusions.
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TECHNOLOGY/TOOL

POTENTIAL USE

ADVANTAGES/OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

Livestreaming,
virtual tours and
mixed-reality
(e.g. mobile
Skype video call,
live two way
communication
wireless smart
glasses)

Location review (e.g. data centres,
production facilities)

•

Increased sampling of geographically spread out locations.

•

•

Ideal for auditing activities where the safety requirements do not allow the presence
of the audit team (high risk tasks), or to observe places and facilities where the ratio
travel time versus audit time is high;

•

Good for complementing field visits in outdoor activities (e.g. forest and agricultural
sites, mining)

Controls testing

Ensure beforehand that the technology will work. Otherwise,
try to instruct the auditee to record specific locations, items,
components you need to review. This can be provided as a
supporting evidence. Define minimum video quality/resolution
(e.g. HD, full HD, UHD) you require to ensure image clarity.
•

Video
(e.g. surveillance
camera,
recordings taken
for the audit)

Risks inherent in the use and presence of equipment (e.g.
drone drop, use of equipment, unfavourable weather,
unstable/insufficient
wireless
internet
or
cellular
connectivity, poor quality of video or audio.

Full appreciation of the site, equipment and conditions
including peripheral observations might be lost and relevant
details may not be noticed.

Perform the tour slowly to have time to catch any details. Use
wide camera mode to have peripheral vision. Support the tour
with documentation to ensure the relevant controls are in place.
•

Reliability of the data

Ensure the received livestreaming. video or recording is of the
exact place you wish to see. You can require for the camera to
show the surroundings or a GPS location on the mobile phone of
the person who is participating in the tour on-site.
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The checklist below provides guidance on how to organise the audit and communicate with the auditee
while auditing remotely. It also provides solutions/ideas for some of the practical difficulties you may encounter.

P L A N N I N G

M E E T I N G S

Plan and schedule meetings sufficiently in advance with the proper invitees.
•

Clearly state who are the mandatory and optional participants, when planning and organising meetings.
Conference calls tend to include a much larger group of participants than on-site/face-to-face meetings.

•

Clearly state the meeting time and the time zone when organising meetings. Be aware if meeting participants are in different time zones.

Schedule multiple shorter calls and spread them out over multiple days, rather than to have one very intensive day.
Test the connection beforehand, and ensure that all meeting participants are familiar with the required
hard- and software.
Reserve the meeting rooms for the auditors. The auditor and the auditee both will need to ensure that
there is a quiet environment for all participants, to avoid interference and background noise.
Determine if audio, video and/or screen sharing will be used and communicate this to the participants in
advance, to avoid that some people only access by phone.
Distribute the documents you will discuss before the meeting. Distribute them enough in advance to provide the possibility to the participants to review them.
C O N D U C T I N G

M E E T I N G S

Set and communicate the meeting rules. Keep the number of simultaneous participants to a minimum and
mute non-speaking participants. If needed, make sure people introduce themselves before speaking, especially if you are using audio only. Initially, you might not recognize the voice of the person or the meeting
participants do not know the person speaking. Of course, you can use the Skype/WebEx/etc. participant
name to identify the speaker. The larger the group of participants, the more important this becomes. At the
beginning, clarify if questions and information can be shared as well through the chat function during the
online meeting. If needed, do a tour de table with short introduction of each person to understand who is
in the meeting.
Use headphones or echo cancelling speakers/microphones to reduce background noises and echo to the
maximum.
Join the meeting a few minutes early and ask all participants to do the same in the meeting invitation.
This allows you to troubleshoot any technical issues and configure your audio and video properly (volume,
camera position).
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Determine whether or not conference calls recording is needed (e.g. auditee presenting the process or IT
system way of working, etc.). While recording calls can be useful to document the audit, data security and
privacy issues need to be considered. Not only will you need the consent of all participants, you will also
need to discuss the security/access rights considerations for storage and deletion of the recording. When
seeking consent, specify whether you will be recording sound, video or both. If you rely on recordings to
document the findings, make sure there is a way to determine who said what (e.g. see which participant is
highlighted in the recording which means that participants is speaking, participant states his name before
speaking). Please check with the organisation data protection responsible staff on relevant data protection
requirements.
Communicate if you will be taking screenshots or capture the screen/call in any way and obtain consent
from the participants (e.g. submit this questions in the chat function and ask every participants to give
consent by answering “OK”/”I agree”). The same rules apply as for the call recording. If the consent is not
given, note down the screens/information you wanted to capture and send it after the meeting as a documentation request.
Meeting minutes can be taken in a way that the auditor prefers. A common tool used is OneNote, which
can automatically create the basic meeting information based on the MS Outlook meeting invitation, and
multiple auditors can simultaneously document their notes. Thus having a single location for capturing all
meeting information. In order to achieve this, technologies like SharePoint are needed to store the OneNote
file so concurrent access to the file is enabled. Ensure the meeting minutes are eventually stored in line
with the organisation common practices
P L A N N I N G

T H E

A U D I T

Use Annex I to assess if remote auditing (partly or fully) is appropriate for the planned audit. Perform the
assessment and verbally discuss the conclusions within the audit team. If you decide to use remote auditing, document the results through the Scoping memorandum as explained in the next section “Conducting
the audit”.
Use Annex II to assess which available remote auditing tools are appropriate.
The duration of a remote audit may be longer than an on-site audit for the following reasons.
•

Technical problems (e.g. connection issues) may cause delays. This should be anticipated if possible.

•

Auditors will need more time to digest information on screen than on-site.

•

Participants of online meetings will need frequent breaks, because conference calls are more tiring
than a face-to-face dialogue. Any impact on the duration of the audit will depend on the number of
meetings needed. This should therefore also be anticipated as much as possible.

Communicate to the auditee that the audit will be conducted (partly) remotely auditing and which tools
you will use. This can be done in the announcement letter or opening meeting (if already decided at this
point). If discussed in the opening meeting, the auditors should explain the similarities and differences
between an on-site and a remote audit to the auditee. If the additional content and explanation is needed,
auditors should allocate more time for a remote audit opening meeting (e.g. 15 minutes more), compared to
what is needed for a traditional audit.
C O N D U C T I N G

T H E

A U D I T

( P R E L I M I N A R Y S U R V E Y,

In case of quality issues, use audio only. If the quality issues persist, re-schedule the meeting and consider sending the questions in written form by e-mail. Depending on the quality of the answers received,
decide if the meeting needs re-scheduling.
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VA L I D AT I O N )

Conducting meetings sections above.

Use Annex I — Remote auditing engagement suitability during the preliminary survey to re-assess and
confirm if your audit is a candidate to be performed remotely or partially remotely.

Exchange the observations with the auditee and receive comments from the auditee in advance of the
validation meetings. This will facilitate the discussion and allow it to focus on the key points. Beyond this
consideration, the validation meetings should be held as normal but via the audio/video conferencing tool
selected.

Use Annex II — Remote auditing tools to re-assess and confirm which methods are best suited for your audit.
•

Can you receive read-only access to collaboration/project management systems (e.g. IT sharing tools/
systems, shared drives) to freely analyse all required documentation for the planned audit scope?

•

Can you receive read-only access to ICT systems supporting the audited process for e.g. i) understanding the audited process more in depth; ii) extracting and analysing the data sets; iii) confirming the
implementation of process controls, etc. This access gives the auditors an opportunity to see thorough
documentation of the systems and how information is transmitted between systems. The documentation assists the auditor in getting a complete understanding of any controls established in the business
process for which the auditor receives various extracts / reports.

Obtain confirmation for the remote auditing approach and the tools to be used. This should be discussed
during the preliminary survey meetings with final confirmation through the Scoping memorandum / Kickoff meeting. If needed, reiterate the explanations (if used during the opening meeting) on remote audit approach with anticipated similarities and differences between face-to-face audits and remote audits.
Include the agreed upon remote auditing tools in the audit methodology/approach section of the scoping documentation. Set out the reason for conducting the audit remotely and the tools to be used and for
which part of the audit scope (e.g. full or limited parts of the audit scope).
Communicate early enough and manage the information request list (documents, questions) with clear
due date for receiving the feedback. Include any specific question you might already have as part of the
documentation request. Set the due date for at least 1 week before your first meeting to be able to review
the information received. Share with the auditee the updated information request list regularly through
e-mail or store it on a collaboration site with access granted to the audit contact/auditee for easier versioning and real-time update.

A U D I T

R E P O R T I N G,

F O L LO W - U P

Audit methodology section in the audit report should include any specific remote auditing practices used
during audit execution/testing.
If for any reason, some processes originally in the audit scope could not be audited (which could be a
result of doing the audit remotely), this should be mentioned in the audit report.
No further additional remote auditing practice needed:
•

Draft and final reports are nowadays commonly prepared and exchanged through ICT tools (e-mail,
audit management systems, document repositories). If any further discussion is needed to align on the
final report, the above mentioned principles on conducting online meeting and validation meetings will
apply (e.g. telephone/audio/video communication).

•

Follow-up desk review is in fact a remote auditing method (e-mail, online communication tools).

•

Follow-up on-the-spot, i.e. on-site review which follows the same principles as a standard audit engagement (see all the principles above).

Obtain direct access to the digital file system where relevant audit documentation is managed (for stored
governance / programme / project management documentation, ICT systems supporting the audited process, etc.)
Be flexible and provide alternative solution to the auditee for information sharing in case of their paper
records. Some of the options the auditee can do are:
•

Scanning of the required paper records and sending it through an e-mail (encrypted if needed) from
your computer.

•

Taking photos of the required paper records with their mobile phone (if they use a BYOD (“Bring Your
Own Device”) mobile phone configured for business usage) and sending it through an e-mail (encrypted
if needed) from their mobile phone.

•

Showing the paper records on camera during a videoconference call. Skype for business on a mobile
phone can be used for flexibility of the camera. Paper records should be readable by the auditor. The
auditor could make screen capture/screenshot if evidence is needed.

Use ad hoc instant messaging or calls for quick and specific questions. This could replace some e-mails
and/or unplanned discussions with the auditee on-site.
Schedule and conduct online meetings in line with the good practices listed in Planning meetings and
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T H E

R E M OT E

A U D I T I N G

G U I D A N C E

Definition and main concepts → Suitability — can you and should you perform a remote audit (Annex I)
→ Remote auditing tools — opportunities and risks (Annex II) → Audit approach — methodology, tips & tricks (Annex III)
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